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great thanks a lot mate 'bye I wonder if there's a libreoffice channel? !alis | drw drw: Alis is an IRC service to help you find
channels. For help on using it, see "/msg Alis help list" or ask in #freenode. Example usage: "/msg Alis list http" drw, no, not
that I know of lordcirth, good to know thanks. drw, most of us stick to /msg ubottu foo lordcirth, thanks! hi, my laptop battery
lasted for only 30 minutes when ubuntu is running on battery and i dont know why can anyone help me? ghost_: you can't, don't
waste more time on this topic ghost_: in case you weren't aware: this channel is for technical ubuntu support. i think i could go
to some energy saving application or something there are many energy saving applications, and this channel is not about that this
channel is only about ubuntu support. oh okay, i'm just trying to fix this problem well, I have no idea. However, this is not the
channel to ask about that. i dont know where to ask about this ghost_: start by searching for a fix. Maybe find some docs. A
good place to start is google. For ubuntu support: askubuntu.com I'm trying to start with a basic vps and haven't done much with
it. I've got a xeon cpu on the machine, 2.0 GB memory, and 40 GB storage. I've got a paid account for it and it's running ubuntu
16.04. When I try to launch a webserver I get the following error in the error log, any ideas on what might be going wrong?
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